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where BI are independent ,  one dimensional  Brownian motions, and L° (X i -XQ 
are the symmetr ic local t imes in zero of  Xi -X  j (results of  a jo int  work with 
Professor Varadhan).  
We are then concerned with the propagat ion of chaos of  this system of N particles 
towards the nonl inear process satisfying 
X, = Xo+ B, + cEy[ L°(X - Y),] 
where Y is an independent  copy of the unknown process X. This process has time 
marginals evolving according to Burger's equation: 
(~U 1 c92u OU2 
at=2ax~ 2Cax2 " 
The Use of Packing Measure in the Analysis of Random Sets 
S. James Taylor,  University of Virginia, USA 
Random sets E(w) c Ed have often been studied by investigating which Hausdorff  
measure functions h(s) make h-mE(w)  zero, finite and positive, or infinite. 
In the case where 0< h-  mE(w)< +o G Hausdorff  measure provides a useful tool 
for the construct ion of  local t ime [4]. However,  the definition of Hausdorff  util izes 
economical  coverings of the set E (w), which is not appropr iate  in all circumstances. 
Given a measure function h(s), a new type of  fractal measure, cal led packing 
measure and denoted by h -pE ,  was defined in [5]. The definition maximizes packing 
by disjoint balls with centres in E, and always gives h -pE  >1 h - mE. It was shown 
in [5] that h(s) = s2/log log 1Is is the 'r ight'  function to give a nontrivial  packing 
measure to the sample path of  a transient Brownian motion. 
Clearly packing measure generates a fractal index Dim E = inf{a > 0: s '~ -pE  = 0} 
and, in general,  0<~ dim E <~ Dim E <~ d, where dim E is the Hausdorff-Besicovitch 
dimension. It turns out that Dim E is the same index as can be obtained from upper 
entropy or Minkowski  measures. For a stable process X of index a ~< d, it is easy 
to show that dim E = Dim E = a, where E = X[0,  1]; but given 0<~ y < p ~<2 one 
can define a L6vy process in Ed(d/>2) for which dim X[0,  1] =% Dim X[0, 1] = 
p a.s. In [3], it is shown that, for any L6vy process we have 
Dim X[0,  1] =p =sup{a >0: l im in fa  ~T(a, 1) =0} 
a,[O 
where T(a, 1) is the occupat ion time of  a ball  radius a, up to t ime 1. Clearly, 
y<~p <~min (d,/3) where /3 is the usual upper  index of  the process defined in [1]: 
we believe that ½/3 <~ p ~< min(d, /3)  for all L6vy processes. 
More precise results are obtained in [2] for stable processes, and for subordinators.  
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For example if X is stable with index c~ < d, then a.s. 
O if < +oo, fo+ [t)( ; )]2 ds 
h-pX[O,  1]= +oe i f l  o+[O(s )~ds=+°os  
where h(s) = s"qJ(s). 
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